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Retractable & Twist Type ( 3 +1 . 2 +1)

How to use the ballpoint pen

Retractable & Button Type ( 2 + 1 )
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Use and Care Guide
MULTI-FUNCTIONS PEN

How to use the mechanical pencil

How to use the ballpoint pen How to use the mechanical pencil

2+1 (Mechanical pencil, Black ink ballpoint pen & Red ink ballpoint pen)
3+1 (Mechanical pencil, Black ink ballpoint pen, Red ink ballpoint pen & Blue ink ballpoint pen)
4+1 (Mechanical pencil, Black ink ballpoint pen, Red ink ballpoint pen, Blue ink ballpoint pen &
       Green ink ballpoint pen)

PILOT 2＋1, 3＋1 and 4＋1 Series-a combination of mechanical pencil and ballpoint pen, all in one. Total of 4 kinds of 
PILOT 2＋1,  3＋1 and 4＋1 Series  are available : Revolving type, Retractable & Twist type, Retractable & Button and  
Lever Slide type.

Upper Barrel

●How to use the ballpoint pen
(1) Turn the upper barrel to make the tip come out.
(2) To retract the tip, turn  the  upper barrel to the      

opposite direction. 

●How to use the mechanical pencil
(1) Turn the upper barrel  to make the mechanical 

pencil come out.  Press the eraser cap to make the 
lead come out.

(2) To retract the lead , press the lead onto the paper  
while pushing the eraser cap down.

(3) To retract the writing unit to its original position,  
turn the upper barrel  anticlockwise.

(4) Unscrew the eraser cap off to use the eraser.

●How to use the ballpoint pen
(1) While seeing the indication mark, press the eraser 

cap and a tip of the colour of the indication mark  
comes out.

(2) Twist the upper barrel to the right while holding the 
lower barrel to retract the tip.

●How to use the mechanical pencil
(1) While seeing  the mechanical pencil mark , press 

the eraser  cap and the writing unit for the mechani-
cal pencil  comes out. Then, press the eraser cap to 
make the lead come out. 

(2) Twist the upper barrel to the right while holding the 
lower barrel to return the writing unit to its original 
position, same as for the ballpoint pen.

(3) Unscrew the eraser cap off to use the eraser.
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●How to use the ballpoint pen
(1) While seeing the indication mark ( B or R ), press the 

knob and a tip of the colour of the indication mark 
comes  out.

(2) To retract the writing tip, press the button on clip.

●How to use the mechanical pencil
(1)  While seeing  the mechanical pencil mark , press 

the knob and the writing unit for the mechanical 
pencil comes out. Then, press the knob to make the 
lead come out.

(2) To retract the lead, press the lead onto the paper 
while pushing the knob down.

(3) To retract the writing unit, press the button on clip.
(4) Pull the knob to use the eraser.
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Ref ill for ballpoint  pen

　　Mechanical pencil
R   Red ballpoint pen
B   Black ballpoint pen
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Insert a new refill completely 
into the refill holder.

In case of Retract-
able & Twist type, 
while seeing the 
mechanical pencil 
mark, press the 
eraser cap to make 
the writing unut to 
come out.

Hold the pen at 
upright position and  
pull  the writing unit.

Firmly place the 
removed writing 
unit back in its 
original position.

Reassemble the 
pen by fi rmly 
sc rewing the 
lower barrel.

How to refill with new leads

Replacing a used refill with a new one  

 In case of 2+1 EVOLT 
SLIM, LEGNO and 
RiDGE,  hold the upper 
barrel and pull out the 
lower barrel.

 In case of 4+1 
CUSTOM HERITAGE, 
2+1 EVOLT SLIM, 
LEGNO and RiDGE,  
putt the cap back in 
place.

 In case of 4+1 CUSTOM HERITAGE, 
2+1 EVOLT SLIM, LEGNO and RiDGE,  
put the barrels back in place.

 In case of 4+1 CUSTOM HERITAGE, 
2+1 EVOLT SLIM, LEGNO and RiDGE,  
hold the upper barrel and pull out the 
lower barrel.

Lever Slide Type ( 4 +1 . 2 +1 )

How to use the ballpoint pen

Lower Barrel Eraser Cap

Indication mark

How to use the mechanical pencil

Refills for ballpoint pens and spare leads for mechanical pencils

Unscrew the lower barrel off. Pull the empty refill out. Reassemble the pen by firmly 
screwing the barrels.

Insert up to 3 leads 
in total.

Inserting 4 or more 
leads may cause 
the guide pipe to 
clog.
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Lever
Mechanical pencil
Red ink ballpoint pen
Black ink ballpoint pen

  Do not use except for writing.
  Keep away from  children.
 To prevent ink leakage, never write with the tip upwards.
 Do not give severe shocks such as dropping or hard shaking, 

Remarks
as the writing unit or the pencil leads may be damaged.

  The stains on the clothes may not wash off because of oil based  
ink.

  Always retract the writing tips after use.

http://www.pilot .co.jp/

●How to use the ballpoint pen
(1) Slide  the  lever  with  indication mark (B or R ) and a 

refill of the indication colour (B=Black or R=Red) 
comes out.

(2) To retract the writing tip, slide other lever.

●How to use the mechanical pencil
(1) Slide  the  lever  with  indi  cation mark (   ・0.5 ) and 

the writing unit for the mechanical pencil comes out. 
Press the cap to make the lead come out.

※ In case of 4+1 Wood, slide the clip down and the 
mechanical pencil comes out. Click the clip to make 
the lead come out.

(2) To retract the lead, press the lead onto the paper 
while pushing the eraser cap down.

※   In case  of 4+1 Wood, press the lead onto the paper 
while pushing the clip down.

(3) To retract the writing unit,  slide other lever. 
(4) Unscrew the eraser cap off to use the eraser.
※   In case  of 4+1 Wood, pull out the eraser cap. 
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Unscrew the lower 
barrel off.

Please ask specifically for PILOT BRFS-10F (ball dia. of 0.7mm), BRFS-10EF(0.5mm), BRFS-10M(1.0mm) oil-based Acro-ink ballpoint 
pen refills. For lever slide-type pens, please specify BTRF-6F(0.7mm), BRFS-10EF(0.5mm), BRFS-10F(0.7mm), BRFS-10M(1.0mm), 
BVRF-8EF(0.5mm) or BVRF-8F(0.7mm).

The easiest way to find  the right ballpoint pen refill is to bring the refill that you usually use as a sample.
Please use “PILOT NEOX GRAPHITE 0.5mm” leads. There are 10 leads degree.


